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Never Late, Never Away Chapter 1781

If they were successful, the result would be in Dustin’s interest.

“Larry, have you found out who did it?” Joan looked anxiously at him.

Recently, Larry was having trouble sleeping every night. Joan felt bad for him when she saw
the dark circles under his eyes.

“Not yet,” Larry plainly replied.

“Don’t worry, it will be alright. We will find a solution no matter what.” Larry held her
shoulders tightly.

Other than staying by Larry’s side and facing the crisis together, Joan didn’t know what else
she could do.

Fate was always cruel. Just when one’s life was at its happiest, it would throw a wrench into
it so that one would be woken up to face reality and the problems that came along with it.

“Joan, one day, when I have lost everything, would you still choose to be with me?” Larry
suddenly asked softly.

Briefly stunned, Joan quickly regained her senses.

“Of course I will. No matter what becomes of you, I will always be by your side, as long as
you don’t leave me.” Joan snuggled into his embrace.

Those were the most touching words he had heard of recently.

Ever since the incident, all of the shareholders avoided him. They neither offered their help
nor support. Instead, they couldn’t wait for him to be removed from his position and leave in
disgrace.

Both Larry and Joan weren’t aware that Jory and Gabriella had struck a deal, and Gabriella
had already put her plan into action.
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“Have you offended anyone previously?” Joan asked inquisitively.

Offended someone?

He had tons of enemies and had no time to investigate them one by one. All he could do
was start from the biggest suspects.

“Sigh, Larry, can it be someone that fancies you? Perhaps, she is trying to gain your
attention by doing this…” Joan carefully probed as if she had suddenly thought of
something.

“Silly gal, where did that thought come from? You are the only one I care about in this world.
Enough, stop letting your imagination run while. Everything will be fine. I will get to the
bottom of this.” Larry stroked her hair gently.

However, after hearing Joan’s words. A woman came to Larry’s mind. She had just sent him
a message last night.

Yes, that woman in question was Gabriella.

Can it be that Gabriella is involved? Larry’s expression darkened.

She has been chased out of her family. With her current influence, how is it possible for her
to persuade Alpire Group to acquire Norton Corporation’s subsidiary?

Unless…

Unless she has something to extort Alpire Group with.

“Hello, help me investigate this woman called Gabriella. That’s right…” Larry recovered his
cold expression of old.

It seemed that there was more to the matter than it meets the eye.

Looking at the dark night sky, Larry fell into deep thought.

“Did you do it?” Dustin sat on the bar stool as she looked at Gabriella suspiciously.
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“So what if I did? Aren’t you supposed to thank me?” Gabriella took a sip of red wine.

Dustin couldn’t figure out what Gabriella was thinking. By scheming behind the scenes, isn’t
she forcing Larry toward his doom?

In this world, everyone was indeed different. Gabriella was someone ruthless and was
willing to do anything to achieve her objectives. In the event she failed to get whatever she
wanted, she would rather destroy it herself than let someone else have it, especially when it
came to matters of the heart.

As for Nancy, she did whatever she wanted without a care for her reputation. While she was
frolicking with Jory, Caspian was anxiously trying to figure out what he could do to make her
happy.

As the days went by, Larry was still investigating the takeover while Gabriella was waiting
for him to come and see her.
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